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Maintenance 
WARNING 
1. This sign indicates that any wrongful usage of the unit 

 may lead to electric shock, serious injuries or death. 

 

NOTE 
        2.    This Sign indicates that any wrongful usage of the unit   

  may lead to injury or damage to personal belongings. 

 

NOTE 
3. Never clean the filters with water to avoid                   

   replacement. 

 

Filter Replacement 

• The standard service life for the replacement filter (HEPA, 
Activated Carbon and Photo Catalyst cartridge) is 1 year. 

            

 

• The Pre-filter is recommended to be cleaned using a       
vacuum cleaner every 1 - 2 months. 

 

• Contact your authorized Zephyr retailer for purchase of  
replacement filters. 

Troubleshooting 

Failure Checklist 

Will not operate 
Check that the power plug is 
properly inserted into the outlet 

  
* Check that the battery is still    
usable 

Remote Control is not               
operational * The battery is installed properly 

  
* The units receiver is facing the 
remote control 

Unable to remove odor 
* The air intake may be blocked. 
Clean both the air intake and 
ducts.                                           
* If the filters are too dirty, clean 
the pre-filter and replace the  
replacement filter cartridge. 

Unable to remove dust in the air 

Loud operational noise level 
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When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions 

should always be  followed, including the following: 

 
 

WARNING -To reduce the risk of electrical shock, fire or            

      injury: 
 

• Use only as described in this manual. 

• Use only a 120-volt outlet with a polarized receptacle. 

• The Zephyr has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than 
the other), this plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one 

way. Initially, if the plug does not fit into the outlet, reverse 

it. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified 

         electrician or Zephyr service center. 

• Do not use the air purifier if the power cord or plug is    
damaged or the connection to the wall outlet is loose. 

• When removing the power plug, always hold the plug and 
never pull by the cord. Do not handle the plug or appliance 

with wet hands. Electrical shock and/or fire from short  

circuit may occur. 

• Remove the power plug from the wall outlet before cleaning 
the unit and when not using the unit. Turn off all controls 

before unplugging. 

• If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the 
manufacturer, or an authorized service agent at a authorized 

Zephyr service center.  

• Do not insert fingers or foreign objects into the intake or air 
outlet. 

• The batteries must be removed from the remote control  
before disposal, and the batteries must be disposed of   

safely. 

• Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers and all parts of the body    
away from openings and moving parts at all times. 

• Do not use the appliance in an enclosed space where    

oxygen, flammable, explosive or toxic vapors are given off 

by oil base paint, paint thinner, some mothproofing     

substances, or in an area where flammable dust is         

present. 
 

 

Important Safety Instructions 
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Precautions Concerning Operation 

• Do not block the air intake or air outlet. 

• Do not use the unit near or on hot objects, such as ranges or 
where it may come into contact with steam. 

• Do not use the unit on its side. 

• Do not operate the unit without filters. 

• Do not wash and/or reuse HEPA, Activated Carbon or      
Photocatalyst filters. 

• Do not clean the outside with paint thinner or any chemicals. 
The unit surface may become damaged or may cause fire. 

Components and Control Panel 
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Thank you for purchasing the Zephyr XXL air             
purification system.  The Zephyr XXL is a 7 stage      
filtration system equipped with 7 different filter        
technologies to provide unique protection against      
indoor airborne pollutants and allergens.  To become 
familiar with your new product, please read this manual 
carefully and   retain this booklet for future reference.  
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2. Auto Setting 
 The Auto function button is located on the remote.  By 

 touching it once, it will turn the Zephyr to its auto setting 

 and the       will illuminate on the display panel.  Sensors 

 will detect and measure dust and VOC levels in 

 the air.  The  VOC                            on the LED display    

 indicates VOC levels from 0-6. As each two indicators 

 increase so will the Zephyrs fan speed to eliminate the 

 contaminants from the air.  The                                sign  on 

 the LED indicates dust levels in the air from 0-6.  

 As dust levels increase so will the fan speed for every 

 two bars.  The fan speeds  will only automatically 

 change when the system is set on the auto setting. 

 

3. Timer Setting 
 Press the Timer        button once and use the “+” or “-”  

 buttons to select the desired time.  To set the time     

 simply touch the Timer       button again and the selected 

 time will stop flashing and begin to countdown. Once    

 the Timer counts down to “0” the machine will shut off. 

 

4. Sleep Mode 
 Sleep mode dims the display panel and lowers the       

 fan speed so it is nearly silent.  By touching the Sleep          

 button       once, it will activate the function.  To cancel,  

 simply touch again. 

 

5. The Power, Fan Speed and UV/Plasma Generator buttons   

       work the same as on the control panel. 
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1. Plug Zephyr in 
 Plug the Zephyr in to the nearest electrical outlet, once 

 the red power indicator lights up on the control panel 

 the unit is ready for operation. 

 

2. On/Off 
 Touch the power sign       on the control panel.  The LED 

 display will illuminate, the system is turned on.   To turn 

 the  system off, just simply touch the power sign again. 

 

3. Fan Speed Adjustment  

 To adjust fan speed touch the fan        sign to increase 

 the fan speed.  The  LED screen will indicate one blue 

 fan for  low speed, two for medium, and three for high 

 speed. 

 

4. UV Light & Plasma Generator 
 To turn the UV Light and Plasma Generator on, touch        

 sign.  The indicator light will illuminate on the control  

 panel.  To turn them off simply touch the sign again and 

 the indicator light will turn off. 

 

5. Timer Setting 
 To enable the timer function, touch the timer         sign 

 once and the time will begin flashing on the LED screen. 

 By continuing to touch the timer button, the time will      

 increase in 30 minute intervals up to 8 hours.  Choose 

 the desired setting and after 3 seconds the time will set 

 and begin its countdown.  

Operation (Main Unit) 

Operation (Remote Control) 

1. Child Lock feature 
 By touching the lock        button, the control panel  

 buttons will be disabled and the lock indicator will            

 illuminate.  To reverse the option, simply touch the lock 

 button again or power the unit down. 
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Ion Generator: 
Produces and releases millions of negative ions which help to 

reduce airborne particulates and freshen indoor air. 

 

Auto Setting feature: 
Through the use of both a dust sensor and VOC sensor, the 

Zephyr will self regulate it’s fan speed based on surrounding air 

quality detected by the sensors in real-time. 

 

Time Setting: 
Time set feature allows you to set the timer for up to 8 hours.  

Once the timer counts down to zero the Zephyr will turn off. 

Technical Data 

Model Zephyr - XXL 

Color  Silver & Red 

Input 120V,  60Hz 

Rated Power 85W 

Rated Current 0.7A 

Noise Level  <45dB 

Cord Length (cm) 71cm (approx.) 

Dimensions (cm) H: 26”,   W: 17”,   D: 10” 

Weight (kg) 26.5 lbs.  /  12.0 Kg 
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How it Works 
The Zephyr functions as an air cleaner by helping to remove 

airborne particles, chemicals and microorganisms from the air.  

The centrifugal fan of the Zephyr draws air through side panels 

(Intake) located on each side of the machine. The air then    

passes through the Pre-filter, HEPA filter, Activated Carbon Fil-

ter, Vitamin C filter, Photocatalyst  filter, UV sterilization lights, 

and Plasma Generator.  The clean / purified air is then released 

through the outlet on the top of the unit. 

Functions and Features 
Pre Filter: 
Designed to stop and remove larger particles from the air.  No 

replacement necessary, recommended cleaning every 1 - 2 

months by vacuuming. 

 

HEPA filter: 
Designed to remove up to 99.97% of airborne particulates such 

as dust, pollen and other biological contaminants down to 0.3 

microns. 

 

Activated Carbon Filter:  
Absorbs harmful VOC’s and odors, helping eliminate them from 

the air. 

 

Vitamin C  filter: 
Releases vitamin C into the air which has many benefits          

including: strengthening the immune system, helping to        

prevent illness, and improvements to overall health. 

 

Photo Catalyst filter: 
Helps  remove Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s),        

Chemicals, Gases and Pathogens from the air. 

 

UV Sterilization Lights: 
Two (2) UV lights are designed to help kill viruses, bacteria, 

mold spores and micro-organisms and help remove them from 

the air. 
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Zephyr gives you the following limited warranty for this product 

only if it was originally purchased from an authorized Zephyr 

Dealer. 

 

Zephyr warrants that this product is free, under normal use and 

maintenance, from any defects in material and workmanship.  If 

any such defects should be found in this product within the    

applicable warranty period.  Zephyr shall, at its option, repair 

or replace the product as specified herein. 

 

Zephyr will repair or replace, free of charge, any of the parts 

listed herein (Body, Motor, Control Panel, Main Power Board, 

VOC/Odor Sensor, Dust Sensor, Capacitors, Fan, Ion Generator 

and Remote) that is found to be defective in material or               

workmanship within (15) fifteen years of the original date of 

purchase.  This limited warranty does not cover the                 

replacement of expendable or consumable parts such as filters, 

remote batteries, UV Lights and other parts subject to normal 

wear unless they are defective in material or workmanship.  

 

This warranty shall not apply to: 

(A) Any defects caused or repairs required as a result of       

abusive operation, negligence, accident, improper          

installation of filters or inappropriate use as outlined in the 

operation manual. 

(B) Any product tampered with, modified, adjusted or repaired 

by any party other than an Authorized Zephyr Service    

Center, or authorized Zephyr Dealer. 

(C) Damaged caused or repairs required as a result of the use 

with items not specified or approved by Zephyr. 

(D) Any damage caused by external or environmental           

conditions, including but not limited to the use of voltage 

other than indicated on the product. 

 

 

In the event that the Zephyr product or its parts must be 

shipped to or from the Zephyr Dealer or authorized Zephyr    

Service Center for service, repair or any other reason; the    

customer / purchaser will solely be responsible for all shipping 

arrangements, liabilities and costs. 

15 Year Warranty 
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Placement 

Filter Installation 


